GRACE (LA-DE-DA)

Ephesians 2: 8

VERSE:

For it is by grace  (Hold out right hand extended below waist)
You have been saved  (Now the left hand)
Through faith  (Bring both extended hands straight up
And this not in front of you)
from yourselves  (Shake index finger, “no”)

It is the gift of God  (Right hand extended straight over head)
It is the gift of God  (Now the left hand)

Repeat Verse

CHORUS:

La-de-da, la-de-da  (Wave hands side to side above head)
Oh, not from yourselves  (Shake hand no with index finger extended)
It is the gift of God  (Right hand extended straight over head)
It is the gift of God  (Now the left hand)
La-de-da  (Wave hands side to side above head)

Repeat Chorus
Repeat Verse (2x)
REPEAT CHORUS (2x)